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Crippled ·Streaks Me t Case Saturday
New Men Join
Teaching Staff
The Very Rev. B. J. Rodman, S. J.,
announces that two members have been
added to the Carroll faculty during the
past week. They are Professor 1fanlif
Lelyn Branin, assi tant professor of biology, and ).f.r. John A. Seliskar, instructor
in the school of business administration.
Professor Branin comes from Red
Bank, ~ew Jersey. He graduated from
Purdue University in 1923. His gradu·
ate work was done at Yale, Columbia and
the University of }.fichigan. He secured
his Master's degree from Columbia University in 1930 and his Ph. D. at the
University of .Michigan in 1934. During
the last hvo years he has been a Univerity Fellow in Zoology at the University
of Michigan.
During the past eight years he has
taught at Yale Univcr·ity, Long I land
Uni\·ersity and Ohio Unh·crsity. His
specialization has been Comparative Anatomy and Vertebrate Embryology. His
research work was devoted to a study
of the Cortical :\drenal gland.
Throughout the last summer he was
stationed at Bar Harbor, :Maine, making
a survey of the ~mall native mammals
of }.fount Desert Island for the United
States government.
He is a member of the Sigma Xi, Phi
Sigrna Society, Sigma Delta Chi, New
York. Academy _of. Sciences .a~d ~e
Amencan :\ssocratron of UmversJty
Profc~ or· . , . .
.
Prolc~"or f\ramn rs marncd a~td has
a. ~laug~ter five years old. He " now
lrnng m East Clevelan~l ?ut expects to
rnO\'e to Lakewood durmg the next few
weeks.
J\Ir. Seliskar is an alumnus of Carroll.
He graduated from Carroll in 1931 and
was given a M. B. A. degree by the
Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration in 1933. While a student
at Carroll , Mr. Seli. kar maj ored in philosophy and made an extensive study of the
classical languages.

SCientiStS
• • Plan

Ambitious Program

Plan. were formulated at the first official business meeting of the John Car·
roll Scientific Academ)•. A list of the
tentative speakers to appear in future assemblie includes Mr. J. C. Peters of the
American Steel and Wire Corporation,
i\ renowned lecturer, who will address
the members of tl1e scientific group. October twenty-fifth.
Mr. Peters is scheduled to speak on
the subject of steel, in its various forms.
His talk will deal with the , ucces ive
stages of steel, from the mining of the
ore to the completiotl of the product at
the American Steel and \V ire factories.
The lecture will be accompanied by five
related reels of film.
~!r. Da,·id Dietz, scientific editor of
Scripp;; Howard publications, 1Ir. Clayton C. 1!iller, world recognized authority
on sound, and Dr. \\'illiams, a member
of the board from the State Hospital for
the Insane, are three speaker. who haYe
consented to preside at future n1eetings.
Plans are in progress to affiliate the
acadenw with national science fraternities. ·Such a change will necessitate a
cliff erent name for the society now known
merely as "The Scientific Academy."
An annual is to be published by the
members of the club at the end of the
year. Details concerning the publication haYe not been disclosed.
It has been announced that the ~ociety
thi~ year will be limited in number.
Only "b'' grade students will be given
an opportunity to apply for membership.
Freshmen applications for admission will
be reeeived after the first reports hare
been distributee!.

Tom and Frank or Frank and

Blue and Gold Hope For
First Big Four Victory
Artale Uncer tain Starter as Fr a n k McGinty, Benedict Return
To Game; Streak s Endeavor to E ven Series

The injury-stricken Blue Streak will be gunning for their initial Big Four
triumph when they meet the Case Scientists, Saturday afternoon at the Stadium. The
Yarrmen will be out there to even things up in their series with the Ridemen who
have taken two of the three games played.
Last year a favored Blue Streak outfit fell 20 to 0 before the Brown and White
onslaught. In '32 Case won out 14 to 7 after Carroll had taken the previous year's
encounter by three touchdowns.
Leading the Case eleven is Paul Thom, a triple threat quarterback Not only
- - - - -- - - - - - - -- ---,is he a fine ball toter but also an accurate passer and a first class hooter.
He paced the team to its victories and
R ally F riday
played brilliantly in it5 lone defeat.
Read and Jeffries see plenty o£ action
This Friday evening, October
at left and right tackles respectively.
19, a rally for the Carro!l-Ca e
The Rough Riders' flanks are protected
game Saturday afternoon at
by Leibowitz and Schmelter.
Cleveland Stadium, will be held in
Allrnen Captain
the Carroll gym. The rally will
Shafer. and Techmeyer or Brownsberbegin at 7 :30 sharp and all stuger are likely starters at the halves, with
dents are requested to attend. It
Introducing the Osborne twius; the Castor and Pollux of modern tir~tes; two
Hackstedde and Watson sharing the fullis necessary that all Freshmen be
indistinguishable humans, Frank and Tom, or is it Tom and Frank, a pair ~f freshback duties. Stan Allmen captains the
present.
An
auto
parade
led
by
man, jovial and vigorous, who already fit like stitches into the tapestry o Carroll
team and plays a great game at left
the Carroll band and Freshmen
life. Twins of the Siamese type' Xo! identical twins and they are prou<' of it.
guard. AI Marshall is the starting cen·
will be held downtown immeThe 0 bornes attended Cathedral Latin High School of Cleveland.
· promter with a capable sub in Laddie
diately after the rally. So keep
inencc in the classroom, as well as in extra curricular activities, made them
·
Znidar~ic.
At right guard is Roy \VilFriday evening open and make
ally well liked by instructor and student. r - - - - - - - - - - - - -l;---lard a transfer from Carroll two years
this
rally
a
gigantic
one.
At Carroll they are taking the same
ago.
A.B. cour~e, attending the same classes
Ca.e started out the season with a l.Z
and eatin the same lunch. Jocular Tom
to
0 verdict over Hillsdale and a 41 tl>
7
1Tl3t•• ta:t!s hL ma· •
ill
c::!:tetia,
"""!!!~"~~~-.~,
-o ilhuw
·i\t~g. but~
~a
while Frank, a little more dutiful, says
tough squad from \\rooster trimmed them
The
Annual
Alumni
hi. will be Convocation. They explatned
20 to.7.
that they did not belong to the glee club will be held on Saturday,
AU
\Vith the return of three regulars to
for two reasons; both being their \'Oices. Lake Shore Hotel.
Joseph P. Sulliyan and John Czyzak the lineup, the Streaks, for the first
members of the football squad
Becoming a master of the ping-pong invited to attend as the
were admitted to the Carroll Union as time since the \Vestminster game will
paddle has been Frank's most recent pur- committee. Harry A. Hanna,
representatives of the Pub! icity Bureau trot onto the field armed with almost full
suit. Tom, on the other hand, has found of the Alumni, is general ch ·
and the French Club re pectively. One strength. ~fike Artale, incapacited since
his pleasures in chasing and hitting a ball.
officially designated member of each his ankle injury in the opener, is a doubtschool orgaryization is admitted as a ful starter at left half. Frank McGinty,
baseball of the indoor type. This last
According to Lawrence P
summer the twins were members of a Chairman of the committee o : juniors member of the Carroll Union and this star end, will probably be fit for this
team in the Holy ~arne softball league. which is assisting the Alumn' in pre- body becomes the law making and law week end's contest together with A!
They also worked at the May Company senting this annual affair, the n· usic will enforcing organization at John Carroll. Benedict, sterling guard, and Vin Glorand are now working at Carroll as li- be furnished by Vic Dekker's OrchesSo that all students at Carroll may ioso, veteran center.
tra. Dekker has charge of a ve y popu- wear scapular medals throughout the
brary typists.
(Contillu{!d 011 Page 6)
school year, the Carroll Union approAfter con idering awhile, Frank and lar collegiate band.
The conunittee of Juniors un er Law- priated a sum of money for the purpose.
T~m i sued this. st~tement:. "\Ve ~ainIt was decided at tl1is meeting that
tarn that you cant ltke anythmg until you rence Kelley who are assistin , 'the ofE XCH ANGE THOSE
really know it· and we contend that we ficers of the Alumni are: Don . Birm- a committee should confer with Mr. Mit·
P ASSBOOKS
know each other." This seems convinc- ingham, Albert J. Benedict. George E. tinger over the advi ability of editing an
at
Carroll
thi
year.
Jack
XanStudents
will ha~·c to c:ulumge
Annual
ingly clear since the Osbornes are not Conroy, ~Ierrill T. Fitzpatric ·, Jo eph
joined by physical likeness alone, but F. Hynes, Joseph ]. Hovanec. Paul V. tell, Joseph Hynes and Frank Polk were
tlu•ir passbooks for ·resen,oed seal
also by an understanding of each other's Joliet, Chester B. Lynn, \\.'il1iar1 B. ).fil- appointed to the committee.
tickets before the Case-Carroll
character and mentality, which aids them ler, Thomas E. O'Connell and Wilfred
game Saturday. The athletic dcin attacking any srtuation with the con- T. Scheele!.
parlmclll office 71'ill be opm today
fidence of seasoned athletes, each knowa11d
/omornnv /or tlte excltaii!Je.
ing the otlter is ready and willing to give
his support
All reserved seal a11d campa11iol'
The Messrs. Osborne, who have lived Rally and Parad e to Boo t Spirit
tickets IIIIlS! be procured by toThe initial meeting of the French
on the East Side all their lives, were
F or Case Game
Club was held Thursday evening, Ocmorra·w c~·ening at tire latest. So
born in the year 1915. "Queerly enough,"
tober 4. Current French affairs were
get yours NOW.
as Tom put it, "our birthdays fall on
On Saturday afternoon, Oct. fW, at the discussed and officers were elected. An
Cleveland Stadium, John Carroll will re- extremely capable man, John Czyzak, l.l:::-:::-:-::=:.-------:::----:=--:-=----'
the same day, November 14."
Leaving Tom and Frank is like leaving awaken its. rivalry with Case.. In order was elected president.
Other men
the spirit and good fellowship of Carroll. to make th1s '!a~e a success m all .'~ays elected were: Gerald Fallon, vice-presiFor whenever they are found. they are the Carroll Unron has made. rovrs1ons dent; Frank Hearns, secretary; and
·
·h
1 d
h
1
for a student rally to be held r the gym James Grant, treasurer.
11ummmg,
crt er a ou or to t emse ves,
F .d
O
Af
h
11
011
This organization will hold a dance
"Onward, On John Carroll.''
r1 ay,.
ct. 19· . ter t e ra Y
an automobile parade 'nil be ormed at at Lotus Gardens on Hallowe'en night.
the school grounds and it will meet the Since the next day is All Saints' Day, 1 - - - - Carroll band at the Public Square from there will be no classes. Many students
Banq~tet
where an impromptu parade and rally are e.--.pected to attend.
will be held.
In the Stadium on Saturd'ly all the
specially
students wi11 be seated in
At the last meeting of the Carroll designated section to secure u ity in the
Gnion, on Oct. 11. elaborate plans were cheering and the singing. Fr hmen are
discussed for the annual Fatlter's Day advised to bring their handb ok to the
According to the announcement of
program which will ta~e place this year game because the Carroll songs will have Frank Suhadolnik, the library will re·
on the da~· of the t. Viator game, Sun· to be sung with a great gu o to out· main open for day and night students,
day, Xov. 18. According to present plan rival our opponents. Last year the Car· from 6 to 9 :30, ).londay to Thursday inthe fathers will fir·t attend the game and roll band received much c nstructive clusive. The three and a half hour period
will then be entertained at a banquet praise in the daily newspapeq for their will be of special value to the night stuto ~ held at a well known downtown excellence in playing and in ronnations. dents.
The librarian announced that eighty
dining room. The committee, under the This year Carroll seeks pra· e for the
chairmanship of Larry Kelley, assisted by entire student body, both in he stands new books have been added as an aid to
\\'illiam ~filler, Chet Lynn, Joseph and out on the field. So don't iorget to the Business Administration Course.
Hynes, and Joseph Sullivan will have come to the rally on Friday an get your- ~ew books haYe been added in each of
the other course~.
charge of all arrangements.
~eli tuned up for the Case ga ~c.

I

Homecoming
After_

S Ui a , Czy.utk..·

Admitted to Union

I

Case Rally F ri · ay

Frenchm en Hold
Party Hallowe'en

I

Dad's Day
After Viator Game

CE

College Library
Open Evenings

ctober 20th

Bids $1.60

NBC Orchestra
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L. T. S. to Present
'Your Uncle Dudley'
""Your t:ncle Dudley,"' a three act
romed)·, b the play which ha' been selected by ~fr. Carl Freidel, for production
by the Little Theatre Society this year.
After three years without a major production by the society, it is expected that
this effort will be a uccess both artistically and financially.
At the meeting held October 10, it was
also decided to gi\·e several one act
plays throughout the course of the season, as the '"City Editor"s Desk" given
Ia · t year was a decided success.
A number of freshmen turned out for
the initial meeting but many who had
signified their intention of joining earlier
in the year failed to put in an appearance.
All the freshmen who are dramatically
inclined are a ·ked to come to the next
meeting.
Special elections were held to supply
~Ir. Freidel with assistants.
Charles
Henry was elected general manager and
\\'ilfred Schcdcl stage manager.

John Carroll Guild
To Hold Card Party
The John Carroll Senior Guild will
hold a card party for the benefit of John
arroll, on Thursday, Xo\·ember 8. at
the home of Mrs. Frank O'Connell, 11809
Lake Avenue.
The regular monthly
meeting will be held on Thursday, Oct.
18. Plans for the coming social events
will be discussed at this meeting. The
Guild members are at present making
vestments and surplice for the priests
of the college.

Father John Zahm Community Hour
Honored at Detroit Programs Resumed

Voice of Catholic Action
By Harold F. Ryan, S. J.
An arresting feature of the Catholic Church in modern times i the rebirth of a Catholic literature worthy of
the best writer of other ages, such
illustratious forbears as Saint Augustine,
Dante, Petrarch, and ::\ewman. The intelligent and talented writers who are
presenting Catholic truth in a convincing
and interesting manner desen·e great
praise for their efforts.
Yet. many contemporarie · (including
Catholics) arc under the impression that
any attention to philosophy and literature
at the present time bears all the earmarks
of "fiddling while Rome burns."
This attitude arises from the fact that,
living in a materialistic age, these people have unconsciously adopted its scale
of value and are governed by its maxims
and prejudice .
A go5pel of action is constantly being
dinned into our ears by capitalist and
communist alike. The former 5ubordinates everything to the que>t for money
and power; the latter proclaims the supremacy of manual labor. diYorcing it
from any spiritual significance, and sneering at all intellectual pursuit a "'bourgeo•s.
\\"hen such opinion permeate
the very atmosphere, it is small wonder
that the work of the artist as well as the
prayer of the contemplative are considered the last refuge of a lazy parasite.
If, howc\·er, we push aside the deceitful mist of propaganda and take a clear
view of history, we can easily realize that
the work of the thinker and writer has a
Yitally important effect upon the actions
of men. Voltaire and Rousseau form
the intellectual prelude for the bloody
guillotine. A picture of Karl ~Iarx, who
was a new paper man. not a laborer,

adorns the wall in the office of Comrade
Stalin. The Catholic efforts t wards
ocial justice are based upon the encyclical of Leo XIII, Rerum N varum,
which is itself a restatement of the teachings of Christ.
The entire case for the writer is succinctly summarized by Pius XI. "The
highest impulse to action," says His
Holiness, ··comes from the region of
ideas."
Though Christ >anctificd manual labor by the thirty years of Hi hidd,en life,
He likewise clearly established the "primacy of the spiritual;" He told ~1ary that
she had cho en the "better part." :Modern Catholic writer are animate with
these principles. They are not t ri Rers ;
thcp are not "fidd l~:rs ;"' they arc devoting
themselves to the important tas of directing thought and spreading th1• truth.
C:\ THOLIC ACTtO~ is the watchward of the Church in modern times.
Catholic thought is its soul; ·atholic
literature is its voice. It behooves us to
neglect neither of them.
First Railroad in Ohio
The first railroad within Ohio, the
old },fad River & Lake Erie, ·equired
12 years to complete, from 1836 :o 1848.
Every pound of its iron came fro1 England and cost $100 per ton.
Byron's Prediction
The Coliseum at Rome was d1. icated
in the year 80 A. D. Nearly 1,80() years
later the poet Byron said, "\Vhen it falls
the world will fall."
Invention of the inconoscope brings
television one step nearer practi<cal use.
It i an artificial eye that works exactly
on the same principle as the human
optic.

""m'
1)

The Rev. John I. Zahm, 79, president
of John Carroll from 1902 to 1906, celebrated his sixtieth anniversary in the
Jesuit order, on Oct. 6, at Detroit. The
jubilee mass had for its celebrant Bishop
Thomas C. O'Reilly, formerly of Cleveland, now of the Catholic diocese of
Scranton. Pa. Bishop O'Reilly was a
pupil of Fr. Zahm when the lett,j!r took
over the presidency of Carroll in 1902.
It was during the regime of Fr. Zahm
that the ranking of Carroll was raised
from the j unior to the senior division. It
was in the latter part of 1905 that Fr.
Zahm suffered a stroke and the Rev.
George Pickel, present head of the department of chemistry, was appointed
president of the college. Fr. Zahm left
Carroll in 1906 and during the past few
years has been stationed at Det roit.

ALUMNI

The Community Religious Hour of
Cleveland, of which the late Rev. Albert
C. Fox, S. ]., was a director, will re·
sume its meetings the first Sunday in
November. This season's programs will
be inaugurated by the :Most Rev. Jame'
A. :McFadden, D. D. Auxiliary Bishop
of Cleveland and a graduate of J ohn
Carroll University. The Bishop will discuss the question of tate aid for the
parochial schools of the state.

PATRONIZE
the

CAMPUS

CAFETERIA
LUNCHES
REFRESHMENTS

Attend the

(No Cover Charge at Any Time)

Home Coming
Dance
Lake Shore Hotel
Saturday, October 20
Bids Sl.60

BRAUSTUBL
Cleveland's Comfortable
Wine and Beer Parlor
Finest Imported and Domestic Wines

Blatz Light and Dark on Tap

Dinners -

Lunches

2936 Lorain

glad I live in a country
where a dime is money

-and where I can get
good pipe 'tobaccO'

T
( JJ()uhle<tay, voran J.
The Forgotten Prisoner,
Hutchin,on (Farrar & Rinehart).
Death of a Ghost, by ~Iargery
ham (Doubeday. Doran).
The Ginger Griffin, by c\nn
(Little. Brown & Co.).
The Beggar and Other Storie~.
Doug! a' ::\ ewton ( \\'cstbourne &
gan).
\laskans All. by Barratt \\'
(Houghton-. !ifflin).
The Corduroy Trial, by Rita
Goldrick tDoub\eday. Doran).
The Bog. by Re\·. Patrick J.
. ·. C. (AYe ~I aria Pre~>).
Fleming\ Folly, by Lnuencc
Keating (E. J. Clode Co.).
The Third Owl, by Robert (;
( Bobbs-)1errill).
A ~lodern Tragt.'dy by Phylli,; Be
(. lacmill:m).
So Red tht R<•. e h) Stark y,:o.
(Scribner,).
Code 11f the \\'c t, by Zane C
(Harper,;).
Tht! King of the \rchero;, by
Jlazin t:--lacmill;m).

HE tobacco which we
believe is best suited
for pipes is used in making
Granger Rough Cut.
It is made by theWellman
Process, and we believe that
it will compare favorably
with higher priced tobaccos.
We wish, in some way, we
couldget every man who smokes
a pipe to just try Granger.
LIGGEIT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

the pipe tobacco thafs MILD
the pipe tobacco that's COOL
-fills seem
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Who~s

Initial Union
Party Success

Who at Carroll

In June 1928 a young man answering
to the name of Franklin Polk was graduated from South High School. There he
had been weighed down by all the scholastic honors which this institution could
bestow upon its best student. He
took great pride in his extensive knowledge of literature and had spent much
time in acquiring those elementary
principles of argumentation which are
so necessary for a collegiate debater. On
the school stage and in the school newspaper office he di played those qualities
of learlership which 'are always so evident
in a prominent student. In his senior
year of high school he was appointed
editor-in-chief of the South High Beacon.
Shortly after he was graduated from
high school he entered publicity work.
Within a few months he became part
owner of the Buckeye l\ews, and in
January, 1929, became editor of the
1\eighborhood .Xews, a community weekly boasting of a 25.000 circulation in
southern Cleveland and its suburbs. He
is still connected with this publication.
In September 1929 he matriculated at
John Carroll University but was able
to remain for only one semester. As
Frank has often said, "Advertising layouts and sodium sulphate just wouldn't
dis oh·e in those prosperous days.''
In the summer session of 1930 he was
back for a few hours of credit. In the
fall of 1930 he again tried the impossible
but gave it up before the semester was
completed. In the summer of '31 he returned to do more first year work. But
by February 1932 the dark clouds of depression hung low over the entire land
and this young, successful, newspaper
man sought refuge from the cares of the
disturbed business world in the somewhat
comforting balm of collegiate textbooks.
Frank Polk wa a sophomore. Often
times those who know him wonder if
thus did not come the saying "all things
come to him who waits."
:\fter so many trials Frank finally entered upon that peculiar stage of infancy
known as "sophomore days." During
this year he went out for the debating
team, reached the finals o( the intramurals and was awarded one of the three
places on the varsity team which toured
through Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 1fichigan,
\Visconsin, Missouri, and points east.
In March 1932 Frank began to write
his "Purely Personal Piffle" column in
the Carroll NeH'S. In :May 1933 he
was elected president of the Little
Theatre Society, to which office he was
re-elected last spring.
The month of May 1934, was the most
eventful in his rather colorful career.
On :\fay 3, he was a member of the
victorious debating team at University
Heights. He still proudly displays the
fountain pen which the citizens of that
village presented him for his victory. On
:\fay 8, he won first place in the Annual
Oratorical Contest. On l\fay 9, he was
elected president of the class of '35.
This summer Frank was radio supervisor in the Cleveland Division of Recreation. He auditioned talent, wrote continuity and announced the playground
programs over WGAR. This was a new
field of endeavor which he mastered well
enough to earn a reappointment for next
summer.
His name may be found on the list
of members of the Literary Society, the
French Club, Sigma Kappa Pi, the Sodality, the Union, and the Oratorical Society. This year he was appointed one
of the associate editors of the French
paper of the University. He is majoring
in English and minoring French, economics and philosophy.

Education Society
Elects O'Meara
The first meeting of The John Carroll Education Society was held Sept.
26. Newly elected officers are: James
O'Meara, president; Edward Carney,
vice president, and Joseph Hocevar,
secretary. A program of activity for the
school year was planned.
Members of the society, who have
teaching positions this year are: George
Grauel who holds a fellowship at St.
Louis 'university; James O'Meara, instructor at South High School; Herman
Roy at Collinwood High School; William' Ternansky at Cathedral Latin; Earnest Volin, at Maple Heights; Albert
1\fyslenski, at Garfield Heights.

Frank A. Polk

The first social party sponsored by the
Carroll Union \\'a~ held last Thur day in
the gymna ium. From the vie\\'point of
the attendance and of the program as a
whole, the Frosh Party was a real credit
to the student body. to the member of
the committee and to the Carroll Orchestra.
o successful "as this party in fact,
that monthly social gatherings arc earnestly anticipated by officials of the Union.
One hundred and twenty-seven couples
registered at the door.
The auditorium was decorated with
ated with the Blue and Gold colors. The
success of the committeemen \\'ith arrangements made it a gala affair and
deep appreciation for tl1cse effort was
implied in the crowd's evident enjoyment.
Popular selections were played by the
Carroll Orchestra. This musical group,
organized by Edward Avellone. a senior,
pro,·ed satisfactory to all attending the
party.
Committeemen were: Donald Birmingham, Sam Bauman, Jo eph ullivan and
Che tcr Lynn.

Ben Bernie Got Start Here
Ambitious Freshman Proves
By Ra1phouse Kraft
Are there any autograph collectors in the crowd? Ii tl1ere are they should get
out their saws and go to work on the wealth of material here at John Carroll. __P_erhaps you are not cognizant of it but thousands .of ]. C. tudents' names and u_utJals
can be unearthed on our desks, many of them repre enting, no doubt, the handiwork
of present day prominent Clevelanders.
It is this writer's opinion that if the "old grads" and their lineal descendants
were to be gathered together for an auction of the desks with their names on
them, enough money could be raised to
complete the new school and stock it with
endowments sufficient for the next SO
Ra)'mQJtd Scl111cidrr
years. Then the process could be reOur univer~ity t:> an old establishpeated and we would have a cycle of new ment containing many interesting things.
John Carroll schools through carvings How many students know that our
• Ial')·'s is ,hree time'
on the desks. Can't you picture the merry chavel organ in
sight of the smiling "old grad" trudging as old as any Carroll Senior ?
It was installed over half a cenhome to his fireside with a desk under tury ago. In those days when the orhis ann and a story ready to tell to gani~t wished to play he couldn't sim"Junior" about how he used to torment ply press a button and . tart. Two or
three bo\'S had to be rounded up and
Prof. So-and-So?
A News expert probing the record set to w-ork at the pumps. Then the
on the desks traced the history of Carroll music could begin, and woe betide the
all the way down to the class of 'IS, when organist whose pumpers forgot to start
Charley :McCann first perpetuated his at the proper time. \\' oe betide the
pumpers too.
name in room 344, aisle 3, eat 1. The
From this state anything would be
questionable honor of claiming the highest
an improvem ent, so some years later
number of decorations belongs to seat 2, a water motor was in tailed. A comaisle 3, room 344. The shoulders of that plicated system of chains and pulleys
Atlas have borne up under about 153 worked this. \Vater pressure in the city
carvings, initials, names and curlicues. was not quite strong enough, but at
Trailing that are seat 5 in row 6 and seat least with this, some air could be had
4 in row 5. The former with 125 names when needed, even if in a limited quanand the later with 141 names.
tity. On extra loud chords the pipes
In room 351, aisle 5, the sixth seat had to gasp for breath.
After the electric motor now in u e was
contains the list of names of such luminaries as Ruth Etting, Ted Weems, Hal installed, the a1r problem was solved.
Kemp, George Olsen, Cab Calloway, All went well until 1928 when the
George Whiteman, Ben Bernie and oth- church steeple was struck by lightning.
ers. \Vhat am I bid, my hearty auto- V\'ater from the fire lines completely
graph collectors, for an aggregation such ruined the instrument. An entire overhauling was required to get it back
as this?
into playing order. Since the fire it
But on a second thought may I give hasn't been the same.
another word of advice? Vvait for the
If, once in a while, you are inclined
conclusion of this year until you bid on to laugh at some of its wheezings, don't.
any desks, for this year's crop of freshmen Recall, instead, its age and the long
seem destined to rout any belief other hard life it has spent in service to the
classes may have had about their abil- church. Respect for age is a charmities to sculpture anything really elegant. ing virtue in the you'hg.

Chapel's Organ
Is Record Claimer

r.===================================jj
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How Are You Getting Along?
By Thomas E. O 'Connell
If the intricate process of acquiring an education seem:;, during these fir,t few
weeks of the fall term, to he exacting more than it· ju~t toll, if you ~uffer from any
sort of complex or psychosis. or if your ego seems to be slightly submerged heneath
the weight of a very heavy world. read ,\!bert Edward \\'iggam's, ''The :\!arh of
an Educated 1fan."
The book will not effect any change in your mode uf living, neither will it solve
your problems, nor tell you how to become an "Educated :\!an.'' Jt is a book things to others
out of arguments?
contammg much pseudo-p~ychological readily?
10. Do you grl'C.t
drivel and little clear reasoning. It was
7. Arc you will- nthcr5 cordially?
written obviously to enrich the colTers ing to let others
11. Do you reof the author and I suppose succeeded ha,·e their own
frain from talking
admirably in fulfilling that purpose.
way'
almost continuous\\'c are not concerned, however, with
8. Do you gener- ly?
the merits or shortcomings of the opus- ally control your
12. Do you keep
we simply wish to call your attcntwn to temper?
your nose out ni
one chapter therein. This division, "Get 9. Do you keep other's business?
ting Along \\'ith Others," is one of the
(Give yourself a score of I for each
few chapters which we found of passing
oi the'e to which you can answer "yes.'')
intere t. There i · appended a questionI. Ha,·e you panaire which embodies the author's "conII. .-\re you conceptions of the amenitie and ,·alues oi t icncc \dth modern sen·ative in polisocial intercourse."
ideas?
tics?
12. Are you en\Ve ~hall give you here that question2. Do you avoid
rather
thusiastic
naire exactly ati it stands in the book. flattering others?
than
lethargic?
\Ve suggest that you seize your pencil
3. Are you care13. Are you carewith a firm grasp and check ofT your ful not to gos ip?
ful to avoid siO\'enown Personality Quota ... you may get
4. Do you rely diction?
a urpri. c.
frain from asking
l·t Do you regard
( \\' e think it only fair to add that the people to repeat
surpri e is usually an unhappy one. The what they have others without suspicion?
author rated thirty-two per cent
~o just said?
15. Are )'OU enerdon't feel badly if you only get fifty or
5 Do rou regetic?
sixty.)
(rain from asking
16. Do you re(Give your sci£ a score oi 3 ior each questions just to
frain from telling
of the folio\\ ing questions to which you keep up the conpeople what they
can an> \\'er "yes.'')
versation?
should do morally?
1. Can you al11. Are you able
6. Arc you care18. Do you reways be dependerl to keep from feel- ful not to ask fafrain from trying
upon to do what
ing superior to vors of others ?
to persuade others
you say you will
most of your asto your own point
7. Do you redo?
of view?
sociates?
frain from trying
2. Do you go out
19. Do you re7. Are you care- to reform others?
of your way cheerfrain from ta !king
8. Do you keep
ful ne,·er to make
fully to help othrapidly?
er ?
fun of others bc- your personal trou20. Do you rebles
to
yourself?
3. Are you care- bind their backs?
frain from laughful not to exagger8. Do you re9. 1\re you nat- ing loudly?
ate?
frain from repri- ural, rather than
21. Do you re4. Do you resist manding p eo pIc dignified?
frain irom making
the temptafion to
who do things that
10. Are you usufun of others to
be sarcastic?
displease you?
ally cheerful?
their faces?
5. Do you re9. Do you reEDITOR'S NOTE: The higher your
{rain from trying
frain from showing off how much to dominate oth- score the more liked you arc in general.
you know?
ers?
The highest possible score is 71. About
(Give yourself a score of 2 for each of one per cent of the people in the world
the following to which you can answer have this score. The lo\\cst score found
"Yes.")
for a person who was generally liked was
I. Do you keep
4. Do you rc- SO. The average young person has a
your clothing neat
f · f
ram rom grum- score of 57. The a\·eragc score of a perand tidy?
bl.
b t th'
mg a ou
mgs son who is generally disliked is 25. The
2. Do you avoid
which you cannot lowest score found was 12.
being bold and
change?
Score it off boys, and m~y the best
nervy?
5. Do you let the man wilL Anyone getting 71 will receh·e
3. Do you remistakes of others from the Literary Department a free
frain from laughpas without cor- scholarship to The Iowa Institute for the
reeling them?
Mentally t.insound, and a mark of zero
ing at the mi~takes
6. Do you lend for the question, "Do I lie to myself?"
of others?

ATTEND
the

ALUMNI HOME-COMING
DANCE

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Courses in Accounting and Statistics, Banking and Finance, Business Law Business Letters and Reports, Insurance, Management,
and Mark~ting and in the related arts and sciences.

Day Classes for Men
Evening Classes for Men and Women
Tuition for the Evening Courses, S7.50
a Semester Hour
Programs to Suit the Needs of Individual Students.
Preparation for the C. P. A. Examinations.
Curriculum Leading to the B. S. Degree in Business Administration.
Advanced Courses for Graduate Students.
For Further Information Consult

Professor F. W. Graff or Professor J. H. March

JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY
Member of the North Central Association.

West 30th at Lorain

MElrose 6750

Saturday, October 20th
Lake Shore Hotel

Bids $1.60

Vic Dekker's NBC Orchestra
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THE AIMS OF THE CARROLL NEWS
1-:\ greater spirit of co-operation between

the faculty and the Carroll Union and
between the Carroll l nion and the student body.
2-:\ greater unified and stronger alumni
association with the purpo. e of every
ex-Carroll man an acti,·e member.
3-:\ greater appreciation and interest of
students and alumni in their Alma ·:-.rater's
progress in the field of higher education.

Social Fundions
The social life of a college student is just
as important as his studies, athletics, or other
extra curricular activitie-. This statement
might immediately cau e unfavorable comment from teacher, parent, and .tudent.
Therefore we must clarify it by stating
exactly what we mean by the social life which
runs hand in hand with college work; it is the
lighter side of college life.
\\'e believe it impcJF1tive that students who
arc financially able bhould attend every college activity, whether it be a grand ball. a play
or one of the various athletic encounters. \\'e
have three reasons for this statement. First,
we believe that by making a habit of attending the~e function s \Ve will become inbucd
with a ~pirit which will be invaluable in later
life. Second, there is much truth in the old
proverb. "All work and no play makes Jack
a dull boy." The third and mo~t important
reason is, that at college one should culti\·atc
as many friends a· po sible.
At a social function the mind of every one
is relaxed which i~ impossible in a class room.
For this reason you will probably sec your
clas ... matc. in an entirely different light. The
person whom you may have thought dull and
unintere ting may pro,·c himseli quite the
opposite.
Your classmate. arc going to be your busine · s a~sociatcs and competitors. It is well
then that we know ~omcthing of their social,
moral, and physical standards a well as their
mental ability, for all will have a bearing on
their future life. \\'cleave you with this statement, "A good playmate
a worthy friend
under cultivation."

Something New
Last week a noble experiment was tried.
\\'e refer to the Freshman reception dance.
It attained some degree of success. but there
was no reason why it shouldn't. No admis- ion price was charged. The orchestra was
furni. hcd by the students, and, by the way,
it was really good music. The gym took 011
the appearance of a first class ballroom, and
as the aying goes. a good time was had by
all.
\\'hat we are getting at is that these dances
are worthy of upport. They give the entire
student body an opportunity to get together
in a social way; they make for good fellow,-!up and good spirit. It costs you nothing
but goodwill and a little effort. The band
plays the latest pieces and, under Eddie
Avcllone's capable direction, they are improving rapidly.
There arc more to follow. \\·e wish to congratulate the Union on a progrcssi,·e step and
hope that their action will continue. This
paper assures its whole-hearted support and
know~ that the . tudent body is in full accord.

Let's Cooperate
About this time last fall the students of
John Carroll University thought that their
football team would be the champion of the
Big Four. The team had yet to taste defeat
and their chances of finishing the season undefeated were good. But, unfortunately, the
collegiate records show us that their hopes
were all in ,·ain. Coach Ray Ride and
his mighty group of Rough Riders swept
down from Van Horn Field into the Cleveland Stadium and administered to a brave
but out-classed group of Blue Streaks their
initial defeat.
But 1934 IS another year and another
iootball season. Although Carroll has already been defeated they arc considered a
stronger team than the one which represented
the university last year. They are playi ng
under the famous Notre Dame system and
have imbibed a little of the South Bend institution's spirit of play. They are out for
"bloody" revenge, and the gentlemen from
the cast side technical college are their intended victims.
In order to show the team and the coaches
that the students are really backing their
team, the John Carroll Union is sponsoring
a rally in the gymnasium Friday night at
7:30. All students, especially the freshmen,
are expected to attend this rally.

The Guilds
The Ladies' Guilds of John Carroll are two
of the most progressive and efficient organ izations affiliated with the university. Going
about their work quietly, never seeking praise
or publicity, the members unite their efforts
in an attempt to raise funds so that the new
John Carroll, the dream of all Carroll s tudents, may become a reality. The Senior
Guild, composed of mothers ·of students and
alumni, has been active during long existence,
especially so during the past two year . \Vhe1r
the social activities which are now being held
are curtailed during the Lenten season, the
time now alloted to afternoon parties is given
over to the making of vestments for the Jesuit
priest·.
The ] unior Guild, though in existence but
a few years, has, because of the unceasing
efforts of the few young wpmen who formed
the Guild, been increasing its membership
constantly and is looked upon by all who are
acquainted with its undertakings as a really
capable and enterprising group. The activity of the Jun ior members has, thus far, been
strictly sociaL The purpo c of both Guilds
is to support all college functions, promote
public interest in John Carroll, and aid in
completing the new school buildings.
The faculty and students of Carroll are appreciative of the tangible successes of both
guilds.

Sodali!y
One organization at John Carroll holds a
position higher in the estimation of the facultv
and student body than any other. It is th~
Sodality of the Annunciation.
This society is a unit of an international
body. In the United States sodalists number
more than 300,000. The Sodality furthermore
i 350 years old; its roster contains students,
nuns, priests, popes and saints. So much for
data.
The Sodality is the most militant Catholic
organization 'Ji, the world. As such it deserves the membership of each and every Carroll student. •ot for what it asks but for what
it gi,·es-militant leadership. For sodalists are
now. and always will be, in the front line of
fightiHg for Christ and His Church.
All Carroll students, tomorrow's leader ,
will therefore be members of the Sodality of
the Annunciation.
''Let us be thankful for the fools. But for
them the rest of us could not succeed."-t.l:ark
Twain.
"The nobler and more perfect a thing is, the
later and slower it is in arriving at maturity.
.\ man reaches the maturity of his reasoning
power· and mental faculties hardly before the
age of twenty-eight; a woman at eighteen. And
then, too, in the case of woman. it is only reason of a sort-very niggard in its dimension ."
-Schopenhaur.
"\\'here there's a will there's a law uit."Cynic's Calendar.

-----the beasts two things-their

"I envy
ignorance oi eYil to come, and their ignorance of
what is said about them."-Voltaire.

TODAY'S BIOGRAPHY •
SNOOK HENRY • •

JOHN NEELY

Ralph Joseph "Snook" Henry
"Snook" Henry, Carroll's "Dizzy" Dean,
met his family for the first time approximately two years before the start of the \Vorld
\Var ... Ralph Henry, being a big name for
a little fellow, was quickly changed to
"Snook" which stuck with him through St.
Thomas Aquinas grade school, Cathedral
Latin High School, and John Carroll U ...•
A baseball took the place of a teething ring
at an early age . . . Following an ancient
Henry tradition .. . Two uncles, Glenn Liebhardt and Leo McGraw, were members of the
Cleveland Xaps and the Chicago \Vhite Sox,
respectively ... "Snook" followed through by
developing a speed ball ... which baffled the
class teams last year . . . and surprised his
family by growing to six feet, four inches
tall ... weight, two hundred and ten pounds
... He stars at tennis ... \Von two letters
for his work on the Carroll tennis team during the past two years ... He likes football,
steak smothered with onion , French fried
potatoes ... Can't go for basketball or any
cigarette but the one that "Satisfies" ... His
forte is politics and social affairs in St.
Thomas Parish and surrounding neighborhood ... His father is the well-known Peter
]. Henry, Clerk of Municipal Court . . .
"S nook" hopes to enter Western Reserve
Law School after being graduated from John
Carroll ... :Maybe to find a way to defend
himself in court when it comes to parking
tickets .. . of which he has amassed a grand
total of three in his seven years of driving ...
He has contributed much to the success
which has marked the endeavors of the present Senior Class ... His biggest part being
played last year . . . He led his class to
the 'Cniversity indoor baseball championship
... He even defeated the Class of '35 ... of
which he was originally a member ... being
forced to drop out of school in 1931 ... He
hopes that the Freshman Henry and the
Junior H,enry ... no rclatious ... will live
up to the name and get out there . . . and
''burn 'em in" across that plate.

• • • •

John "Jawn" Neely
August 13, 1915 was the birthday of the
renowned John Neeley. Nothing can be found
about the early I i fe of this man except that
he dazzled the teachers at three elementary
schools. He boarded at St. Joseph's for five
years, attended \Varing school for one year and
finally graduated from St. Columbkille's, over
on Superior Avenue. J ohn entered the oaken
doors of St. Ignatius High School in 1927.
The same intelligent progress he had shown in
grade school life prevailed in his prep school
days. He was a member of the band, The
French Club, and the Sodality. His nimble
fingers moved over the keys of both the saxaphone and the trumpet. Not satisfied with this,
he played the drums in the high school orchestra. And as a grand finale John was awarded
high honors in the graduation exercises of 1931,
with the distinction of being the youngest mem·
bcr of the graduating class.
J ohn entered John Carroll University and immediately became a member of the Band. Besides _this, he is the librarian for that organization. He is striving for a Bachelor of Science
degree and is majoring in chemistry. His active
nature caused him to take education along with
his other work. As yet John has not decided
whether to continue his work in chemistry at
Case or become a teacher.
During his high school and college years John
has played in Carl Firstos' well known classical
orchestra. For eight years he has wrung
melody from the first 'sax' in this band. And
now John Neeley can be found m the
roll call of the senior class still the youngest
member of his group and still among the most
brilliant.
"All truth is safe and nothing else is safe,
and he who keeps back the truth, or withholds
it from man, from moth·es of experience, is
either a coward or a criminal, or both."-:Max
Muller.
A person might possess a great store of
knowledge and still not be wise. One is wise
only if he employs the knowledge he has to
ascertain what is really for his best interests
and then works in that direction, be the inconvenience or the disinclination what it may.Our Sunday Visitor.
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By James J. Grant
bands wil! be playing "Stars Fell On
Alab· rna" after Vanderbilt finishes 'em.

* • • •

Di you know that Frank Mieyal, ex-Carroll ootball captain. was married recently?

* • * •

Universities in Japan have only thirty-five
women students. We'll bet they never "make
up" I· efore dates.

* * *degree has been
A "Master of* Nursing"
created at Yale University for graduates of
that institution's school of nursing. That's
swell for pre-med flunk outs.

* * • •

H me economics students at the U. of
Tex s are offered a course in home designing.
TF cy need it to decorate some of those
cowl:l<ly cabins out thar.

* * stars
* are members
M-ost of B-W* football
of the 0. N. G. Carroll has its share of
me bers, too. Ask Corporals Bud Hurd and
Ottd Longo for details.
* • * •

T 1anks to the "C" Club Alumni for that
radi ~. There•s a group that's always on the
job.

* * *

* favorite poem, "Crossing
B ck Stage Club's
the ar."
•

*

*

•

F w men can talk a great deal without
sayit g some things that would have been
bcW~ r left un-said.

* * pipe.
* Facetious, eh
., "Sweetbriar,"*a mellow
Gwen?
*

•

*

•

D :m't wait until the last minute to make
you re ervation~ for the French Club dance
at
otus Gardens, Hallowe'en night. Tom
Sta ton, Jerry Fallon, John Czyak, Frank
Hea ns and J as. Grant will take care of you.

* • * *

T 1is scribe still thinks the Blue Streaks
will hrow the Rough Riders.

• • * *

Pr'nceton will be scheduling the "Skippies"
next Their current games are mindful of a
trai announcer calling out the junction stops.

* * Sandoz
* is out look\\ e see where*"Cellini''
r recruits.
* • • •
. . .,.

ing

A ron U. is confident of winning the Conferel ce championship this season. They'll
knO\ better after November third.

* * *

Have you seen* some of the freshmen athletes It gives one confidence in future Carroll llutfits. They look as if they've been eating "\Vheaties" ( Advt.) all their lives.

* * • •

A e they passing out Corn Flakes at gate
"D"' The large crowds before the games
sure look like it.

• • * *

should have Leisy's cheerleaders at our
gam'S. Perhaps those soft voiced rooters
coul be heard then.

• • * •

"A II good things come from heaven." That
appe rs to be plausible when we see those
new Fords on Zahner's roof.

• * * •

And they boooed "Dizzy."
J

•

•

•

•

D1d you ever see a dream walking?
Suire, SLIP ..... .

* •

* •

El ample of irony: Selling hot dogs at a
Car oil night game.

I~HINGS WORTH

KNOWING

'Man can travel nearly 100 miles an
hour on skis.
The national income last year was

$!m,OOO,OOO,OOO.
No woman has yet been elected as
li·eutenant governor of any state.
More than 45,000,000 persons crossed
H'e Canadian boundary last year.
Corporation indebtedness in the United
States is estimated at $80,000,000,000.
There arc more than 750,000 miles of
irnproved roads in the nation's highway
SJ~Stem.

The Greek government plows land for
a Jy farmer desiring it at a fixed charge
IJ 'r acre.
On the sands at Daytona Beach, Fla.,
v here auto runs of more than 270 miles
a ~ hour are made, there is a sign: "Speed
~r it 15 miles an hour."
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~---C_a_th_o_l_ic_s_a_n_d__R_o_l_iac_·_s__~l~l
By Joseph Alioto, St. Mary's
Six years ago a major political patiY
for the first time in the history of the
American nation nominated a statesman
who openly and adamantly professed
Catholic religion. That man was, of
course, Alfred E. Smith, ex-governor
of New York.
This incident of 1928 gave rise to
the celebrated Catholic Question. Now,
there is absolutely no reason in the
world why there should be a Catholic
Question any more than there should
be a Protestant Question in the United
States. \Ve Americans take great pride
in our Constitution. \Ve rave about the
magnanimity of those sterling pioneers who dared defy a bigoted England to establish a free and independent
nation. We hold that Constitution up as
an e..xample· of rule by the people, a rule
that grants the "unalienable rights of
liie, liberty, and pursuit of happiness,"
but above all that grants to all, that religious liberty and toleration for which
our "ancestor and forefathers so nobly
fought."
It all sounds so beautiful and nice,
but in the field of politics at least it
doesn't apply. The Catholic who
starts out in the political race is
handicapped at the beginning, and
that is why he is great if he achieves
success.
However, it would be the wisest policy
to forget the terrible demonstration of
1928. I have resurrected the unfortunate occurrence only as a prelude to the
question, \Vhat about Catholics in politics today ?
Should Enter Politics
I am firm in the conviction that Catholics should enter the political field if
they are so inclined.
They should
never shun the opportunity to act as a
public servant merely because of the
manner in which they choose to walk
with their God.
A real statesman is a noble figure.
'""".....,...--He- is more noble, I think, than even
the teacher. A man who zealously and
unselfishly devotes himself to the welfare of his people, working laboriously
that they might live happily, is truly
great. But he must be imbued with
this idea of zealous sacrifice. There
must not be one single selfish motif embedded in a fibre of his body. Above
all things, he must be ethical, honest,
and upright.
The Catholic political heritage is
something of which we should be
naturally proud. The foundation of
this nation is fundamentally a Catholic achievement. From the framing
of the immortal Declaration of Independence down to the latest crisis
of the World War and the economic
depression, the role played by Catholics and Catholicity has been outstanding, Thomas Jefferson, who
formed the document declaring us a
free people, admittedly delved into
the writings of Catholic philosophers extensively. The subsequent
inAuence on the Declatation is both
prounced and easily noticeable.

sovereign state that is not backed by a
strong and efficient navy. To achieve
this national defense weapon, an outstanding Catholic came to the front, devoted himself to the task with his undivided attention, and the result was the
initiation of a good sea power. That
man, "the father of the American navy,"
was John Barry.
Statistics compiled after the Great
War of Europe howed that there was
a greater proportional number of Catholics engaged in the conflict than any
other religion. And in the present crisis
I feel sincerely that ;e have at the helm
of the government a man who has a
deep understanding of the Catholic
philosophy of life, and, what is more, is
working according to its dictates. About
a year and a half ago a metropolitan
daily had excerpts from the President's
inauguration speech placed side by side
with certain pa sages of Pope Leo's
celebrated encyclical, "Rerum Novarum."
Such evident similarity in other fields
would certainly bring a suit of plagiari.m today.
Other Accomplishments
Only the main features of Catholic
American accomplishment have been
listed here, but sprinkled among these
features is a veritable array of men of
our faith whose contributions to American life have indebted the people of this
nation to them. These are such men as
Charles Carroll of Carrollton, whose
signature is appended to the Declaration
of Independence. During the late stages
of Carroll's life, he told an assembled
Congress, "Gentlemen, in my life's span
I have enjoyed happiness, success, and
the plaudits of the people, but I have enjoyed nothing greater than my Catholic
belief.''
Then there was Roger Brook Taney,
the dynamic Chief Justice of the United
States Supreme Court. The Civil \Var
general, Phillip Henry Sheridan, was
also proud of his Catholicitv. In our
own day we have shining e~amples of
Catholic men at work in public life.
First and foremost is Alfred E. Smith,
who willingly denied himself the office of
president for his faith. Governor-General Frank Murphy of the Philippine Islands i a model Catholic. It is said
that he reads the Bible every morning,
drawing from it inspiration for his work.
\Ve are to be proud of our Catholic
political heritage. But those men of
the past, like the soldiers of Flanders'
Field, have thrown the torch to us to
hold it high. To this challenge let our
answer be that we, too, will offer our
services for the popular welfare if we
are so bent, for it is possible to be outstanding statesmen and, at the same time,
outstanding Catholics.
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One hundred and seven titles are
listed in the current issue of recommended books published by the Cardinal
Hayes Literature Committee.
The titles in the present series are as
follows:
Economics and Social Science
Statue of Labor, by Frances Perkins
(John Day Co.) .
ecurity Speculation ; Its Economic
Effects, br John T. Flynn (HarcourtBrace).
The New Deal in Europe, by Emil
Lengyel( Funk & \Vagnalls Co.).
The Dignity and Rights of Labor, by
Cardinal Manning (Burns, Oates &
Washbourne).
The Breakdown of Money, by Christopher Hollis (Sheed & Ward).
Twelves Years in a Reformatory, by
Rev. Francis ]. Lane (Elmira Reformatory Press).
Social Thought and Action, by Rev.
Albert Muntsch, S. J. (B. Herder &
Co.) .
Social Studies, by Burton Confrey
( Benziger Brothers).
Can Christ Save Society? by Dr. E .
A. Garvie (Abingdon Press).
The Economic Morals of the Jesuits,
by Rev. J. Broderick, S. .T. (Oxford
Press).
Biography
Recollections of Seventy Years, by
Cardinal O'Connell (Houghton-Mifflin).
Sir Thomas More and His Friends,
14i7-1535, by E. M. G. Routh (Oxford University Press).
The Letters of Napoleon, Edited by
J. ?IL Thompson (Blackwell-Oxford).
William the Conqueror, by Hilaire
Belloc (Appleton Co.) .
Rachmaninoff's Recollections, Told to
Oskar Riesemann (Macmillan).

Carroll Jubilee
John Carroll University celebrates its Golden Jubilee Anniversary beginning January, 1936.
As a feature of the celebration a
Golden Jubilee Book is to be published. The co-operation of Alumni is requested, so that the files
of the University may be enlarged.
All Alumni are asked to submit any pictures, news, or anecdotes which pertain to themselves
or to members of their class.
They should be forwarded to the
John Carroll University Publicity Bureau as soon as possible.
All such material will be returned
after use to the owners in the
condition in which it was received.

The Life and Friendships of Dean
Swift, by Stephen Gwynn (Henry Holt
Co.).
t. Brigid of Ireland, by Alice Curtayne (Brown & Nolan, Dublin).
St. Anselm, by John Clayton (Bruce
Publishing Co.).
St. Franci de Sales in his letters,
Edited by Sister of the Visitation (B.
Herder).
Ble sed Gemma Galgani, by Father
Germanus, C. P. (B. Herder).
Life and :Misadventure of Miguel de
Cervantes, by Mariano Thomas (Houghton-Mifflin).
My life, by Lord Bemere (Farrar &
Rinehart).
History
Restoration, by Rose ]. . Hoffman
(Sheed & Ward).
The Reformation and the Contemplative Life, by David Matthew and Gervase ~fatthew, 0. P. (Sheed and \Yard).
A history of Bolshevism, by Arthur
Rosenberg (Oxford Unh·ersity Press).
The History of Spain, by Louis Bertrand and Sir Charles Petrie (D. Appleton, Century).
The History of the Great Chartreuse,
by A. Carthusian :\Ionk (Burns, Oates &
Washbourne).
Catholic Uis ion History, by Joseph
Schmidlin, D. D., translated by ~fatthia
Bran, S. V. D. (?\fission Press, Techny,
Ill.)
.
The Separated Eastern Churches, by
Perc Janin, A. A. (Herder & Co.).
History of the Church, Vol I., by Rev.
Philip Hughes (Sheed & Ward).
Miniatures of Georgetown, 1634-1934,
by Rev. Dr. Coleman Nevils, S. ].,
Georgetown University Press).
A History of Canada, by Carl Wittke,
Ph. D. (F. S. Crofts & Co.).
The Story of the Mission Santa Cruz,
by Dr. H. A. Van Coenen Torchiance,
(Paul Elder & Co.).
The Protestant Reformation and Great
Britain, by Rev. Joseph Clayton (Bruce).
Politics
Between Two \Vorlds, by Nicholas
l\I urray Butler
(Charles Scribners
Sons).
Judaism, Christianity, Germany, by
Cardinal Faulhaber (Macmillan).
.Merchants of Death, by H. C. Englebrecht and F. C. Hanighen (Dodd, Mead
& Co.).
Escape from the Soviets, by Tatiana
Tohernavin (Dutton).
American Public Opinion on the Diplomatic Relations Between the United
States and the Papal State, by Sister
Loretta Frcicrtag.
An Atlas of Current Affairs, by ]. F.
Harrabin (Alfred A. Knopf),
Education
The Library in the School, by Lucille
F. Fargo (American Library Association).

In Memoriam
Deat~ Albert C. For, S. 1.:
Within the dim cathedrals of the
mi11cf

Shall ~·er bum a soft kind light.
A candle, lit in mcm~ry of lzis
name;
The solemt~ silences ccmfined
To sacred places echo erudite
Proud Phrases 01~ the altar of his
fame .
And we who pay him homage least
Cat~ boast, we knew him, teacher,

poet, priest.
Josephitw Sievers Birt.

(~Iacmillan).

So You're Going to College: by Rc\·.
J. Semper (Hardie-Dubuque).
Religion
Herself, by Re\·. Daniel :\icAstocher,
S. J, (Bruce).
Himself, by Re,·. Daniel ~fc.\stocher.
S. J. (Bruce).
The Rosary,
Social Remedy, by
Re\·. Thomas Schwertner, 0. P.
(Bruce).
The Manuel of Catholic Action, by an
Irbh Pric~t {:-L H. Gill & S9n).
The Great Commandment of the Gospel
in the Early Church, by the :\lost Re\·.
A me Ito GiO\·anni Cirognani. D. D. tran.latcd by Rev. J. J. Schade.
The Biblt: for EYery Day, by l\Iost
Re\'. 1\lban Goodier, S. ]. (Bruce).
My Catholic Xcighbor~. by am AtRison (Trinity Publishing Co., Canada).
Religion and Leadership, by Rev. Dantel A. Lord, S. ]. (Bruce).
Seeing God, by William A. Berberich, translated by Rev. L. P. Emery
(Benziger).
Religious :\[en and \Vomen in Church
Law, by Rev. ]o eph Grcu·cn, S. J.,
translated by Re\·, E. F. Garc:;che, S. ] .
(Bruce).
Our Be t Friend, by Chri,tian Pesch,
S. J., translated by Bernard Hau ·mann
(Bruce).
The Child's Book of Religion, by Most
Rev. Dr. Sheehan (Gill & Soil).
Back to Christ, by Abbe Jaquc- Leclerq (P. ]. Kenedy).
The Catholic Church and the l\fodcnt
Kind, by Bakewell Morr1· ·on, S. ].
(Bruce).
The :\fotion Picture and Morality, by
~Ionsignor Hunt (Inter-mountain Catholic).
Our Blessed Lady, The Cambridge
Summer School Lectures for 1933
(Burns, Oates & \Vashbournc).
A Simple Explanation of the Low
.lass, by a Sect1lar Priest (P. ]. Kenedy).
(Co11tilzued 01~ Page 8)

E.

Waibel Hardware
Expert Tinning
Hardware Specialties
5304 Clarke Ave.

Tel. WO. 9833
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Catholic Led Navy
Then it was Catholic France that
came to our aid in the dark days the
American revolution and assured the victory that followed. The rank and file
of the French people, predominately followers of Rome, paid heavily for this
enterprise. The revolution accomplished,
America found herself without an adequate navy.
Students of political science are unanimous in declaring the weakness of a

The Source Book in the Philsophy oi'
Education, by William H. Kilpatrick

AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!
WITH ITS diffirentihvor, its mildness and rich, fragrant aroma,
Prince Albert has often been described as "the National Joy
Smoke." You'll enjoy this companionable blend of top-quality
tobaccos. All "bite" is removed by a special process in line with
the principle that"if your tobacco's right, your pipe won't bite."

PRINGE ALBERT
-THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE/
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Blue and Gold
Hope for Big
Case Victory

Sports
zn

lLOIII i llllt'd frnm Paye 1)
In the event that Arta le's ankle docs
not respond tu medica l ca re more successfully, Coach Yar r will pr obably
. hoot "Tuggah" Glover, kid brother of
I larry GloYer forme r a si>tant coach
here. into the contest at left half. G to,•er
has pro\·en himself to he a speedy and
elusi1·e runner in pre\·ious games although he i~ not the general threat that
:\I ike is when he's in there.
\\'ith :\rtalc out of the game, .. Shiny"
Lyons, ~ophomore novice. is first under>tudy at the all-important left half hack
pos1t10n. Lyons. a raw-boned hu>ky
who never played organized football before this year. is the best passer on the
entire squad and a hard runner, but lacks
the speed and hiftiness of Glover. Had
hi > passe in the ll. \V. ganie clicked

Shorts
By J oe W eir

Gr ea t Series
The world series i' over \\ ith the final
score, "Detroit 3"-"Dean Boys 4." The
'·Tigers" found, much to their di,;rom
fiture, that it docs not pay to "bean'' a
"Dean.'' That egg they planted on
Dizzy's forehead bounced bark at them
in the last game o fast they did not c,·cn
hea r it go by, much less see it. They
had "Dizzy" a bit hot and it ju,;t cost the
Tigers about $2000 per head before he
cooled off. You ha\'c to hand it to thesr
two raw-boned Oklahoma lad.;-they did
what they said they'd do. Through their
marvelous pitching exhibit ion t heY
brought the "Cardinals" from a poor second to the National League pennant and
then to the \\'oriel Series Championship.
As Dizzy said, "It's not bragging when
you say you'll do a thing and then go f•ut
and make good."
''Ducky" Uedwick, the Cardinal out·
fielder, supplied the ''big kick" in the
roughest cries in years when he let one
of those spiked fiddle boxe· fly at Owen.
The Detroit bleacherites, to show they
were in the spirit of the thing, playfully
tossed a few pop bottles in Ducky's direction.
1\ ll in all , it was a great ~e ri es and the
best team won.
Carroll sends these five seniors into the Case fr ay Saturday in an effort to " break" the R ough R iders.
The Carroll boys could hare warned
1f r. Rowe, the Tiger slab star , of the fu- Alexander (No. 1) and Jack Shea (No . 4) are two backs who sho uld be a real t hreat t o the Casers.
Scope! (No. 3) lanky end, and Capt. Steve Guley , tackle (No. 5) are key men of the line. The inset
tility of a school boy's ar!f!nncnt with other than Mike Artale, diminutive half-back w ho m ay be t he real threat against the East Siders.
a "Dean."

1

" Set *
Stage
The stage is all set for auothu
Big Four Classic, the Carroll-Case
fracas. Case lras the appmra11cc of
bl'i11g a Iough nut lo crack. Judgillg from their Pr<"'.•ious games the
Riders are wmi11g 1·iglrt alo11g 011d
011ghl to be at their peak i11 !Iris
colzft·st. Coach Yan·'s bo.1•s took
it on /hi' chin from the old ji11x
Bald~piu-fValloa, but showt•d potcutial strf'llgth. lf they c~·cr start
to click, it will be just too sad for
Case a11d c7•cryo11e else 011 the
schedule. At times i11 the B-TF
!/Ollie, the lads H•erc posith•cl_v
flashy, b11t tlzt•y lacked eollsisltliC)'.
The Case game is the big opporlu·
11i/)• for llzc "J'm·r" moz to ,-eallv
show ~c·lzat tlzry ca11 do aud they
arc ,,•ilhout a doubt goi11g to mah·
the most of it.

* * * *

,

It wa. rumored niter the B·\\' l(ame that the
iron lunl(ed B · \\' rooter had the •ca lions at the
Zoo aU excited. Jfe mu.;t have sounded to th<:-nt
like one of their Arctic brothers pushing O\'cr
a hello from thctr oltl stamping grounds .

* * to* seeing
* "Bubbles··
We look forward
Cooney stepping off a few touchdo1ms
in the near future. It seems that "Bubhie·" i the fa1·orite half·back o£ an erstwhile student of St. ~falachi's l:ni1'er·
sity. Thi · gentleman favored ''Bubbles"
w ith a few very valuable tips on ball
carrying and if "Bubbles" e\'er ~prings
them. it's curtain. for the opposition.
*

•

*

Watch AI

Hold on to everything i f someone
should happen to let go a blas t on a
fish horn when AI Ben edict is a round.
Just remember what happened to
poor Mr. Goldsmith of B-W on a
similar circumstance a week or so
ago, A fis h horn and Mr. B enedict
nearly made a "goa t " instead of a
''star" out of that g entlema n.
We take t ime out to welcome Mike
Artale back to th e fold. We hope
his injured ankle is sufficiently
mended to allow him to play in the
Case game. An All-Oh io back on t he
bench only wa rms the bench.

•

*

Some Slant
Til,·

L'11i<·crsil)'

of

Soutflan

Califoruia's foot-bailers rccci-o·cd a
<<'OIIdcrful s.·nd-off from till' sthool
f>aprr <drm tllC:J' left for Pitts-

Foilsmen Begin
Practice Soon
The crack of the foils will be heard at
Carroll again in the near future. :-rem·
bers of last year's fencing team are mapping out a program for the new year and
will present it within a week.
Last year was Carroll's fir t in the
sport of fencing and although no intercollegiate competition was arranged, the
members made remarkable pro~rc<s unde r the tutelage of Prof. Sandoz. Th is
year, howeYcr, it is the aim of the group
to ecurc the support of the uniyersity's
athletic department and thereby make
membership available to all the student>.
\\'ith the aid of the athletic department.
meets with the Case, Reservr, Baldwin\ \ 'allace, and Fenn teams may be arranged. Prof. Sandoz also coaches the
teams from these colleges.
).fcmbers of la>t season's squad who
arc mapping out the new program are :
William Costello, John FitzPatrick,
:Herrill FitzPatrick. Joseph Hyne<, Paul
Joliet, Lawrence Kelley, Che>tcr Lynn,
William Peeples. and Jerome Turins.
Freshman aspirants are eligible, and,
if they 'how enough interest, a freshman team will be formed.

lmrgh.

.-lt> editorial lt'YIII<'d /hem

''H olly~,·oud struck bo:ys 1••ho ~··ere

to_rs to some IIL'III!a-lraired film
bca!IIJ• or mag11alc." 1t's a ·wcmder
they did 11ot try to pin it on ''Jfae
Jl',•st." The lw111a-hoircd part
sort of lca<:cs her out. But maybe
sfr,•'•· dzaugcd by today.

* * * \\"e:-t High
By the way.* a well-known
boy ~aw ~en·icc in the Pittsburgh game
with the Trojans, namely Ru· · Powers of all-scholastic fame. Powers started his career at C S. C. a;: a fullback,
the po~ition he played for \Vest High, but
Coach Howard Jone. ha shiited him
to a guard position. Quite a few o£ the
Carroll squad must r~member him in
their high school remini>ccnces.

* know
* that
* " hiny" L1·ons
.\ nd did vou
played that laudable game agai;1st B-\\'
in shoes that did not move unti l he took
two step·' At least he coyererl a lot
of ground in them.

Carroll Senior R ecalls Four Seasons
Of Hectic Streak-Rou gh Rider F
Both Schools Hold Record of Winning Two Games Each ·
Promises to Be Tightest Yet
8.1• 1 oc Jfullrollaud

E XCHANG E THOSE
PASSBOOKS

S tudents 1vill ho<·e to cxchmt[/1'
tlz rir passbooks for rcscn•cd seal
tickets brfor,• the Casi!-Carroll
game Saturday. Tlz c atlzlrtir departm eut office ·will be open today
a11d fouwrro·w for tlzc rxchall!}l'.
,- //1 I'CSC1'1.'ed St'a/ 011d L'OIII/><IIIiOII
ti,-kct s must be procured b_v to·
mon Ml' l'1 't'l~ing at tlze latest. Su
{l ri j'OII rS .VQ/V.
with but even sporadic regularity, Carroll's chances of dumping the Bereans
would have been largely enhanced.
''Shiny' ' can heave the leather SO yards
IYith east: and, if hi$ man is open, long
gains via the ozone are highly possible
as he "puts them in there."
\\'henever Carroll and Case da.:;h,.~
football is the result. T wo sturdy lines
this yea r will provide the pectators with
more fine defensi 1·e play.
Backfields
capped with enough potentiality to r un
rampant against most any opposition a re
liable to break loose at any momen t and
a keen rivalry nur ed along through a
four year tenure will all combine to g ive
ack Cleyeland's hung ry football clientile one
of the best games seen on any local
greensward this autumn.

,\ the 193-t Case-Carroll ga me approa ch es . memory call,;
. tirring sce nes.
T he opener in '31, th e fir st ga me \\·ith a loca l opponent .
Culotta a nd SteigenYald rip pin g Case to pieces ... Ca.e s imply •Y erpm\·ered .. . F inal score: Ca rroll 19. Ca e 0 . .. T he '32 game .. . ter-back from Lancaster, Ohio; 11ar io J.
a half-back and brother of the
Carroll practica lly dona t es a touchdo\Yll to Case on penalties .. . Cicuto,
immortal Jack Cicuto, and Lonnie Bell,
Six oiTsides ... A nd a IS-yard penalty
to the one-ya rd line . .. T wo time Ca rroll holds .. . Then SO CK!- it's over
Hubbard catches a punt ... T hree
Ca rroll me n s ur round hi m . . . H e's
loose . . . He's over fo r a touchdown
La rge, black spots before th e eyes

Frosh Coach
Praises T ec m

The Freshman gridders ha ,·e been
Dawson Stars
Then comes the second ha lf and Ca r - wor king hard fo r the last three weeks
roll wakes up . .. Dawson goes b erse rk a nd according to cu rrent reports re a
. . . Seven. fQ ur, n ine. sixteen ya rd s . . . fo rmidable agg rega ti on. T hey hav1! been
dr illed mostly in defensive work t date,
OPPONENTS SC O RES
and for the last ten days ha ve been
R eserve, 33 ....
Buffalo 0
crimmagi ng wi th the Yarsity.
D a yton, 6
DePaul 12
There are a number of out of town
boys who arc play ing high-g rade footMiami, 29 Hanover 6
ball th is yea r. :\ mong them is Jim Foti,
Woos te r , 20 --· --- Case 7
a mighty mite from J amestow n, New
Case, 41 _ ..
__ Wittenberg 0
York. He was sent down here by an
old classmate of T om Ya rr 's av1d alCarroll makes it 7-1 4 . . . How that though he is only fi \'e foot three 'nches
Dawson ran that day . . . He was nc1·er tall he is holdi ng down a g ua rd p sition
as good agai n . . . Bu t Ca rroll lost ... by his heady and aggr.essive play.
Last year's game . . . Ca rroll fav ored I
Other out of town boys who a re show... Three ra iny w ee ks w ithout practice ing a fine spirit and holding pos itic ns on
. . . Case click s beautifully . .. Carroll the team are J ohnny M a rcus, a enter
plays listlessly . . . Everybody seem s from Sharon, Ohio ; Don Sh ill a, a quarstale . . . Excep t A rta le .. . " Iron Mike"
: ····· · ···················· ·· ··· ~ ···· ~
is playing his iron hea rt out today ...
Day and Evening . •• .
Soundg funny, but he seems to be playing Case all by h imself o ut t he re .. .
From his ccondary defense po ·t he
throws Case for losses . . . A nd kn ocks
W AS TE N O T I ME-We !Ja ve
down passes . . . Carroll loses 20 to 0
Q UICK SERVICE and
... The first loss of t he yea r . . .
FINE F OO DS
::\ow it's 2 to 1 Ca se . .. . \ nd we' re
waiting for Saturday ...
Wallace Grosse's

- STUDENTS

Head Coach Ted T urney of H eidelbe rg college has· refused to pe rmit h is
soph g ridders to participate in the annual
freshman-sophomore bag ru ·he; because
''they 're too rough fo r footba ll players."

DRUG STORE anj
RESTAURANT

.
•.•......••.....•...... •....•.•••••.•••.
2528 L orain Avenue

( 3 Minutl!S Walk to Class)

from Springfield, Ohio. Among the local
boys out for the Freshman team, Don
~[ o rmile, Bob Potts, and Dick Blaha are
outstanding.
J ohn "Judge" Carber ry, their coach
says : "They haYe shown as fine a spirit
as anyone would want, and with the improvement that t hey should show fro m
spring practice it is probable that a lot
of the varsity men will be moved to the
second team when the whistle blows nex t
September."
The Freshman lineup is as follows:

\\'a Ish ............ ........... ....... ....... .......... ... L.
B la ha .
..•
.......... ........... L .
F oti, ...... .... ·····- .............................. ... L.
:\Iarc u> ............ ...... ... .. ..... .. ... ..... .... ................ ,
P olguta
........... _ ................... ... R.
J asper
.. ............... .. ...... .............. . R.
~ !orro w
....
.. .. .... ..................... .. R.

E.
T.
l; .
C.

G.

T.
E.

~~rr;:;.l eci:ut~h:."a..::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::.:::. :. ~: ~:

Lobinger ....
......... ....... . .
. ............ ..... R. H.
GHha .......................................................... F. B .

St. Ignatius
CONFECTIONERY
W HE R E
CARR O LL and I GNATIUS
MEET and E AT
Corner W est 30th and B ridge A ve .

.

~····· · ······························~

Come In and Try :
OUR FIVE CENT
SANDWICHES

.:

. . . AND .. .

ICE COLD BEER

HAN'S
2928 Lorain Avenue

······················•··••·••••••••••
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Miami to Provide Stiffest
1\
Carroll Opposition of Year

j Aquatic Team Begins Drill

GAME BREVIJ,IES

\\'ell, The ~\drian game is history.
The Carroll team running true to form,
scored an ea y \·ictory over the boys
from upper ).Iichigan .. .. The predictors in the popular Cleveland Press pool
also scored an easy \'ictory. Opening
\\'ith a bang, Jack Shea ;cored after
ohn Carroll's Blue 'treak: O!)Cn athletic relations with ~Iiami four minutes of play. I t took Carroll
University on October 26, ,,·hen they encounter the Redskin:, under four minute. to beat Adrian, a' .\drian
the Stadium lights.
never scored.

Coach Milton Brings Powerful Buckeye C o n f e r e n c e
Co-champs for Battle with Streaks; Red skins Hold
Carnegie Tech to 13-7 Score; Defeat Kentucky,
Hanover

J

The Redskins are hoping to repeat their ::.uccess of the h\'O
preYious sea on . In 1932 they \Yon the Buckeye Conference Championship and tied with Cincinnati for the title last year, winning
seven and losing two game . Indiana,
a member of the Big Ten, defeated
them 7-0, and a strong team from Ohio
U. gained a one touchdown victory.
Lose to Carnegie Tech
Ea ·tern Kentucky College engaged
Miami in their opener and received a
19-0 spanking. The Redskins bowed
to a husky Carnegie Tech eleven in
their second contest. The Tech men
scored twice on long runs and won
13-7. In last week's game, the Red and
\Vhite warriors showed a powerful running attack and smeared the squad from
Hanover, Indiana, 69 to 6.
Coach Milton has welded a strong
line around Ollie Savast...-y, all-Ohio end
of last year, and Brooks and Kaiser,
two veteran guards. Jack Llewellyn, a
former Lakewood High star, and Stan
Lewis, a 1933 varsity man, proved
themselves to be flashy broken-field
runners. Llewellyn scored 13 points in
the opener, as a substitute.
Two Fine Passers
Ohly, a hard running, shifty back
holds down left half while his running
mate is a sophomore, Ed Logan. Each
of these back field men is an accurate
passer and a constant threat.

Union Plans
Sports Card
Students \\'ith the perennial ~port-fe\·er
will be casting critical eyes over pro·material for the fourth
~--~-=:-!T-.t.~n:tt"amural tournamenh even before the pigskin season is concluded.
A
is known, the Carroll Union
~ponsors all intramural sports and amply
rewards the victorious. All indoor >ports
are included, even the age-old foul-shooting contest.
Any number of students may form a
team, tag on a "moniker," and hope for
the best. Basket-ball teams of former
years bore such 11oms de _qucrrc as "Tit
Tats," "Biologists," "Spencerians," etc.
Sixteen teams entered last year. This
year, with increased enrollment, a
greater number of teams is expected to
enter, with the highest hopes centered
in those big freshmen.
The management of the frays will most
probably be conducted after the manner
of last year's cot1tcsts. The Carroll
Union appoints a conductor of intramural
sports and an assistant. These two men
schedule and referee all games. They
":""'(fjvide the quintets into two leagues, a
• ·a tiona I and an American. All games
are run off at night, several playing each
evening, the number depending on the decision of the intramural conductor. The
winners of each league play a school
series of three game .
Since it is so early in the season, the
Union has not yet formulated any definite plans or appointed intramural conductors. In the near future it intend
to take up the matter. The News merely
wants to give the freshmen something to
pGnder over between issues.

Big Guards Boost
Heavy Line Weight
In many coaches opinions, a necessity
for a winning football team is two husky
In
tackles who know their football.
Captain Steve Guley and AI Hook, Carroll answers this requirement perfectly.
Ste\·e Guley, weighing 205 lbs., was good
enough to rate All-Ohio tackle last year.
AI Hook; veteran tackle and the hca\·iest man on the squad weigh< in at 212
lbs. In addition to weight AI also has
the necessary speed for his position. Bill
Xardi; one of the lightest lineman, at
165 lbs. holds his guard post because of
his dependability and line ability. The
Carroll line is rather hea\')' this year,
a\'craging 180 lbs.

This game, which undoubtedly will
be the toughegt one 011 the Streak's
schedule, will be a real battle, with Carroll going into the game rated as the
underdog. However, the Blue and Gold
has shown up remarkably in the past
when previously rated to lose. Barring
· · ·
c oac 11 T om y arr s h ou ld
more ltlJUnes,
be able to send his full strength into
· game, Wit
· 11 'I'k
A rta 1e am1 F ran 1(
t 111s
,, 1 ·e
McGinty back in the lt'ne-ttp.
Tl1e f o II owmg
. 1. the pro b able )!tanH
. .
lt.tle-up ·.
Cole -.. ......
.. ........................... ... L. E.
Thompson
........................... L. T.
Brooks --· --------·-- -- ---·--- · L. G.
Decasare ............................................ C.
Kaiser ..... .. .................................. R. G.
Erwine ...
·· .............................. R. T.
Savatsky · .......... ... ·· ................. R. E.
Petrich - -- --·----··-..-- - Q, B.
Lewis . . --------- - - --- L. H.
Ohly .... ··· ............................ · .. R. H.
Llewellyn
-- ---·-- F. B.
Others who may sec action are:
).futchler, C.; Huck, R.G.; :\Iatre, L.E.;
Logan. F.B : Breitenstein, R.H.; Rytel.

L.G.

~~1

The :;ophomorc's candidate for honors,
"a greased pig," proved too slow for the
A 5 " imming team i · soon to be orspirited Freshmt.>n who hurriedly put an ganized for the second succe·sive year
end to hi· vagaries . _ .. The Freshman's at John Carroll. The aspiring natators
retaliation was an effigy of a ·ophomorc will go through their paces at the Clark
hanging from the goal PO>L But befure An~. Pool under the direction of Capt
the r ope had tightened about his neck
1 · To da te • tl1e ot1l Y t1'n1c a''al·l
he was rescued and disposed of by three Etl · H'lt
'
able-bodied soph~.
able for practice i from 3:30 to 5
* * * *
o'clock on Friday afternoon . Effort* * * *
~like .\rtalc. the indomitable ball of
arc being made to secure the use of the
Sam Sansone, sophomore center, was lire. watched his team play from the
the only man to play the full sixty min- stands for the first time since he became pool more often.
Last year considerable swimming was
utes. Playing heads-up ball, Sam inter- eligihk fnr hig-h !'Chool or college footdone by the Carroll team but it engaged
ccpted t\\'O passes, and COl1\'crted one for ball.
in no compctiti,·e meets. This year, while
a tow.:hdown. after galloping 25 yards.
* * * *
* * * *
\\'htn Tommy Yarr drew out hi:> regu- the sport is . till in the embryo stage here,
Capt. Steve Guley batted one-thousand lar' to gin! them a rest. it wa,n't a rest it is likely that an intramural swimming
per cent for the evening by making good fur .\drian, as he >ttb,titutcd Andy Gar- league will operate and, if candidates
hi three attempts for extra point
cia. "the _-\kron Flash," who pro\·ed too report in adequate nnmber~ and exhibit
,ufficient ability, there is a possibility of
* ., * +
tough for the opposing ~talwarts.
an inter-collegiate schedule being drawn.
"Shiny' · 1.vuns. t 11e 1JO)' w11u th:\·er
T0 11 C *II' *f * * h II
played i1igh ·sehoul football , is rapidly (. • n t arro" s vor~ner .:C·ohac ' . art ~y
Besides Capt. Hill, those who stacked
1 amptOns np
becommg
.
k·nown a a passer u f grea t 1T•1O\'t'r, fs a r 01II a ..,attona
·.
.
l
·! up as good prospect· last year were: AI
.
.
b'l'
\f
fi
u1ane oot 11a team, ~~ nO\\ lCa<1-coac 1 Williams, now a senior; 'Mike Hitchko,
a 1 1ty. , ter s1JOwcnng t11e te 1t1 w1t 11 1 · 5 S
·
1· 1
1 B
s
" k
. t 11e B. \\' . game, 1~
11g
passes m
ept up ot - t.. tant>lau~
·
' 1 schnu, h.ay -ht Ray ).!czcra, Paul Joliet, Jerome Turins.
- .d
.
b
Louh, ).[tss., the school at w 1rh c \\'m. Peoples, \\'m. ).!cGee, and Che ter
1 goO<1 wor k· 1a,t 1·n
tie
a1•, )' t 11rOW111g
·
·
f
II •
H'
B
.
h.d
started h1s nse to oot 11a tame.
1s
1
1
one to reen tur a to~c O\\'n am a so ,:Rock-a-chaws'' have tlllt:; far defeated Lynn, juniors, and a number of promis:;conng a touchdown Ilim elf.
:.ross Point, 20-<.,, and Kiln Consoli- ing sophomores. Everyone interested is
* * * *
dated. 3.3--6. Harry·, brother, Da1·e, is a"ked to report to Ed Hill at the Clark
Rath-house Friday afternoon.
At the beginning of the third quarter -;tarring on the team.
Carroll placed on the field a complete
* • * *
ln normal time_ more than 1,000,000
sophomore team, e\·ery position being
Coach ~furray oi :\larquctte l:niverfilled by the "phonies ," as the second sity belic\·es that a coach should have teachers are required to lead 30.000,000
stringers call them elycs.
the same privilege a, a baseball manager, pupils of this country in the fields of
* * * •
that is of going uut on the field of play learning. UJ)\\·ards of $3,000,000,000 is
The highlight of the game \\'il> the duel to set officials straight on the rules of required annually to run the nation's $7,000,000,000 worth of school~.
staged for cheering honors between the the game.
band and the checrleading corp~. \\'hich - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - prompts u~ to remark that the band
would do better to stick to their. own
eWS
' racket . . . . \'\'hat racket?

N

Took a Date to the Game''

Scribe Picks Grid Victors.
Carroll, Yale"~ Minnesota on List

.-\s the fourth Wt!ek of the football door of a national championship; this

game may eliminate one or the other.

Third Game of Year Suddenly Becomes Last as V(lriety of Kicks sca~on plunges to the fore, we find \\'e pick )finnesota, by a shade.
matw uf the country's most interesting
Colgate and Ohio State. Th.:: BuckDisturbs Senior's Peaceful Enjoyment
clas;ics forming the interference. The
By Joe Mulholland
l.a:.t friday I !ouk a elate to the f,JOtball game.
"I think 1 under!<land this game all right," !.he :>aHL "One !J.,, Jll Carrult'< t •am
carries the hall and the t·cst of the Carroll bnys hump into the- othe r team. Isn't
that it""
I told her that was it. Her explanation was lacking a little. considered from a
technical viewpoint, but it \\·as good enough for a starter. \\'hen the game was
about to begin I turned to her and said: t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ":\ow they're going to kick off." Her
Touchdown?
face was a study in amazement.
"So soon?'' she asked. ''Why. they
"That's right. ).fake an excuse,'' she
haven't e1·en started the game yet."
answered. Soon after this, when both
I tried to explain. "Of course they of us were heavily silent, Carroll made
haven't,'' I said, "The kick-off starts it. a touchdown, !he ball carrier being tackOne guy on our team kicks the ball to a led viciously as he crossed the last stripe.
guy on the other team ; then our team
"Touchdown," I houted into the din.
runs after the guy that caught the ball." She was quite urpri ed.
"Then they're not going to lea\·e ?" she
"Touchdown,'' she repeated scornfully,
asked, hopefully.
"That's a sissy thing to call it. They
"Certainly not.''
ought to call it a knockdown."
''But that's what you always say." ~he
"\\'ell, they don't. Xow," I explained.
told me. ''You -ay. "\\'ell. I guess 1'11 ''They're going to try fur the extra
kick ofT." and then you lcaYc."
point." The try was succeS>ful.
Another Kick-off
"~ice punt,'' she smiled.
"~laybc I do.
But thi · is diffrunt.
"Xo," I said, ·'not a punt.''
This kick-off mean kick the ball.''
''Kick-off?"
"Oh, I understand,'' she ·aid. not un''No. that's a place-kick,'' I muttered .
derstanding at all.
"You're trying to confuse me," she
After the first play, an off-tackle sma:;h . aid. "Dut I wont be confused. It's a
in which all the player:; piled up, my punt."
charming companion put her hand conHave It Your Way
\'ttlsil·cly to her throat and almost ('ried
".\11 right." 1 agreed, '•It's a pun!. It's
out. Then she glared at me.
whatcn~r you say. If you said it was a
"I thought you told me you \\'ent to a pa. s. it would be a pass.'.'
•
gentleman's school," she said, gelling an··~o it wouldn't," ~he said, "it would
gry.
be a punt."
''1 do,'' I replied. "E,·crybody at CarT ga\'e up. I grinned. "It would be
roll is a gentleman except the assistant a P,llnt," I admitted. As the game \\'ent
registrar."
on she seemed to like it more and more.
"Oh, pardon me.'' :;he ,.aid icily. "I \\'hen the end oi the game arri\·cd, she
didn't know it was gentlemanly to push turned and smiled sweetly.
another hoy right in the face without any
"0 0 0 H . that wa~ fun," she laughed
reason. I ~up pose you're a l'(entleman like "Do they play again next week~··
··xo, they don't,'' I aid, trying- to put
that, too.''
There isn't anr printable a11>\1er to ju,t the right touch of sadness into my
that so I concentrated on the ~a me. After ,·oice. "this was the last game."
awhile Adrian punted.
''I know what that i>." she beamed.
·'That'' a kick-off."
'·Doubt Enters"
Remember the
''Xu, that', " punt," I answered. She
didn't helie,-c me. to quote a popular
song.
"You told me beiore that it wa, a
kick-off. Now you say it'> a punt. I
don't think you know. I don't think you
Lake Shore Hotel
know as much about this game as you
pretend."
Saturday Eve., Oct. 20
"\\"hen you st1<rt, it's a ka;k-off. aiter
Bids 51.60
that it's a punt," I replied. holdin~ the scat
tightly.

ALUMNI

Hon1e Cotning
Dance

spotlight in Cleveland is thrown on the
fourth annual Carroi\-Ca"r gatn<'.
Case, 5trongh· faYore<i after
trouncing \Vittcnberg 41 to
0, now is rated
e \' e n money
after Io~ing to
\\' ooster I as t
Saturday by
the score of 20
to 7. ~I ike
Artale is
back in the
game. Carroll will present one of the
;;w,t formidable running attacks in the
slate. This contc>t should be close but,
after the dust of battle clear away, we
think Carroll \Yilt ha,·e fought ib way to
the fore. Carroll by a touchdown.
,\s Minnesota travels to Pittsburgh,
we find big time interest trailing after
them. Both teams are knocking on the

eye's power should pu h the Red
Raiders into the . wamp. of defeat.
ln the Big Ten, Wisconsin takes on
• 'oblc Kiser's Boilermaker~. Purdue's
loss to , 'otre Dame last wt'ek makes
them only -<light fan,rites to beat \Visconsin.
Chicago takes on Mc1lillen's fiveman backfield. Their 20 to 0 victory
over Michigan forces us to say, "Chicago over Indiana."
The intersectional battle between
Fordham and St. Mary's has lost much
interest due to their poor showings to
date. Our gue:s is: Defeat will make
St. ~Iary's return to California a sad
one.
In the East, Yale and Brown hold the
center of intere:t. Yale for us.
The game of the moment on the
\\'est coa t is Southern California's encounter with Oregon State. Both team.
are weaker this year than formerly and
the contc t should be a clo e one.
Southern California by a shade.

RESERVE
HALLOWE~EN

NIGHT

for the

FRENCH CLUB
(

PARTY
Lotus Gardens

Tickets, $1.25
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President, Dean
Address Frosh
On \~'ednesday the lOth, the freshman
class, assembling in the gym, were addressed by the Rev. 'B. ]. Rodman, S. J.,
president of the school, and by the Rev.
E. W. Bracken, S. ]., dean. Father
Rodman announced his intention of becoming acquainted with the freshman
class, which he said was the largest in
the historv of the school. He expressed
his earne~t desire that each newcomer
enjoy the utmost success in every undertaking, academic or extra-curricular.
The essence of the address consisted
in an e.'Chortation to the freshmen tp
establish and maintain a balance between
the spiritual, moral, and physical facu~
ties. The cau e of many of the economic
conflicts of the present era was vividly
exposed by Father Rodman when he explained that it has not been mankind
who has been forgotten, but rather the
Creator of mankind. He also explained
that such topics of common discussion
as "the forgotten man" are given disproportionate attention; for in truth
mankind has been neither forgotten nor
neglected by its Creator.
Father Bracken, in his talk, outlined
a concentrated plan of study. He enumerated many helpful suggestions which
enable the student to grasp the subject
more thoroughly. The need of comprehensive study and understanding throughout our residence at college was emphatically affirmed, with the admonition
that systematic study is essential to intellectual success.
The meeting was closed with the singing of the school song, with Fr. Murphy
and Mr. Castellano directing as songleaders.

I

Frosh Fritters
By Joe Owens
Alfred ]. Dennstedt is the name. The
arch rival of Clark Gable and Ramon
Novarro. Al, like Barnacle Bi11, has a
woman in every town, city and hamlet.
One, of course, holds the pole position.
She is an unnamed lass living somewhere in New York. He won't say
where. Anyway it is a fact that he
spends a half a dollar a week in postage
stamps.

* * figure you
AI is such *an *outstanding
must know more about him. Although
tall, he is neither dark nor handsome.
His life long ambition is to have a dance
band. You know-A! Denny's Demons,
playing from the Waldorf Astoria.

* *and *Vallee. Jim
Shades of *Crosby
Manuel proved a worthy competitor at
the Frosh reception.
* • * *

Bob Cauley was valedictorian at Latin
last June. A worthy man for a worthy
position.

* • * *
requests have been made

Numerous
for
the name of the freshman who climbed
out on the fifth floor roof on the first day
of class. He was J. Matthew Murphy.

Avelone Directs
New Dance Band
A new dance band has been formed
under the direction of Edward Avellone.
A successful inauguration was made last
Friday at the Freshmen get-acquainted
dance.
These boys have been practicing enthusiastically since the opening of school
and because of the individual ability of
the members are expected to synchronize
speedily into a very good combination.
The band will play at all Union parties
and will appear with the Glee Club during practices and public appearances.
The following are the members of the
band; Ed Avellone, AI Kniesner, violin;
Bill Deckman, drums; Frank O'Connell,
piano; Ernie Reavitz, trombone; Tom
Flynn, AI Cliffe!, Stan Suindly, Nick
A rezone, saxophone; Mike Dwyer, Tony
Horak, trumpet; Lou Hon•ath, bass.

Poetry
The .Mysteries of the Rosary and
Other Poems, by Rev. ]. ]. Rauscher,
S. J, (Benziger).
Two Poets, A Boy, and A Dog, by
Francis Theresa Russell (Lippincott).
The Chaplet of Sanctuaries, by Benjamin FT. Musser (Magnificat Press~
).fanchester, N. H.).
Poems of the War and After, by Vera
Brittain (Masmillan).
Philosophy
Logic, Deductive and Inductive, by
Thomas Crumley, C. S. C. (Macmillan).
The Philosophy of Science, by Very
Rev. Msgr. Fulton J. Sheen (Bruce).
Cosmology, by Daniel O'Grady (Graphic Publishers, Ottawa).
The Theory of Revelation, by Rev. J.
]. Bairel, S. T. D. (Rochester Seminary Press).
D r ama
The Sacred Mysteries, by Rev. Matthias Helfen (Catholic Dramatic Movement).
Drama in the Church, by Fred East
and Louis Wilson (Samuel French).
Travel
Tents in Mongolia, by Henning Haslund (Kegan Paul).
Oberammergau, by Elizabeth H. C.
Corathiel (Burns, Oats & Wash bourne).
Sweet Land, by Lewis Gannett (Doubleday, Doran).
Juvenile
Secret of the Dark House, by Francis
Y. Young (Cupples & Leon).
Southworth Scores, by R. H. Barbour
(Appleton-Century).
Arrows of Iron, by Henry S. Spalding, S. J. (Benziger).
The Silver Run, by William Heyliger
(Appleton-Century).
Tono Antonio, by Ruth Sawyer (Viking Press).
The Children's Book of Recent Pictures, by Lorinda Munson Bryant (Appleton-Century).

They were fir t made in Dum-dum, a
military town in India. They were partGlee Club
ly encased in steeL The soft .core spread
The John Carroll Glee Club is laying
or expanded upon striking, thereby inplans for a concert to be held sometime
creasing the injuries inflicted.
in December. At this time nothing
definite in regard to details has been decided. However, this concert will be
similar to the one held at everance
Hall last April.
\\'ithin the past two weeks the Glee
Club has increased its roster to 75 nlembers.

Guild
Party

Orchestra
The new unit of the musical department, a dance orchestra, played for the
first time at the Freshman reception.
This orchestra is a well-knit unit of
twelve pieces.

Latin Club

Mr. Graff Donates Books
To College Library

I

L---------------------------------~

Why Dum-Dum Bullets So Called

Club Notes

Junior

Mr. Frank Suhadolnik, in charge of
* *game
* Potts
* was run- the John Carroll library, announced sevAfter the B-W
ning up and down Euclid Avenue warm- eral valuable donation to the library
during the summer months.
ing up for a game.
Among these donations were 70 vol*
*
*
*
This year's Carroll News staff is umes on business administration and
blessed with more Frosh reporters than related subjects. These books were given
at any other time in the publication's to the library by Mr. F. W. Graff, a
history. One of the group, however, member of the faculty of the John Caris a bit ahead of his fellow cronies. roll department of Business AdministraReporting for the last News meeting tion.
some minutes late and finding himself
Three hundred and fifty bound volumes
left without an assignment, he asked if of the North American Review, of the
he could be a police reporter, as he was years between 1890 to 1916, have been
a very good friend of a sarge in the loaned to the library by the widow of
Tenth Precinct. Just Kids!
the late John Henry Mellem. They include historical, travel, and biographi~l
works and the standard collections of
Prescott, Irving, Poe, and Stevenson.

107 Recommended Books

(Contimt~d from Page 5)
Tadpoles and God, by Lawrence
Oliver (lvor Nicholson & Watson, London).
Spiritual Legacy of Newman, by William R. Lamm, S. M . (Bruce).
Jesus Christ, Redeemer (Dolphin
Press).
Literature
Sheed & \\'ard Anthology ( Sheed &
Ward).
Cardinal 'ewman and William Fronde, by Gordon H. Harper (Johns Hopkins University Press).
The Thoughtlessness of M o d e r n
Thought, by Demetrius Zema, S. J.
(Fordham Uni,·ersity Press).
Introduction to Catholic Booklore, by
Stephen J. Brown, S. J. (Burns, Oates
& Washbourne).
A Companion to Shakespeare Studies,
edited by Harley Granville Barker and
G. B. Harrison (Macmillan).
Fiction
Just Ordained, by Leo Gregory Fink
(Dolphin Press).
That Which Was Lost, by Isabel C.
Clark (Longmans. Green).
The Oppermans, by Lion Frcnchtuanger (Viking Press).
Page ~fr. Pomeroy, by Elizabeth Jordan (Appleton-Century) .
Coeur de Lion, by Ellennell Wilkinson
(Appleton-Century).
The Mystery of Cape Cod Tavern,
by Phoebe A. Taylor ( r orton).
Trail Dust, by Clarence E. Mulford
(Doubleday, Doran).
The Forgotten Prisoner, by R. C.
Hutchinson (Farrar & Rinehart).
Death of a Ghost, by Margery Allingham (Doubeday, Doran).
The Ginger Griffin, by Ann Bridge
(Little, Brown & Co.).
The Beggar and Other Stories, by
Douglas Newton (Westbourne & Bogan).
Alaskans All, by Barratt \Villoughby
(Houghtou-Mifflin).
The Corduroy Trial, by Rita E. McGoldrick (Doubleday, Dorau).
The Bog, by Rev. Patrick J. Carroll,
C. S. C. (Ave Maria Press).
Fleming's Folly, by Lawrence :\.
Keating (E. J. Clode Co.).
The Third Owl, by Robert Casey
( Bobbs-}.I err ill).
A Modern Tragedy, hy Phyllis Bently
(;\facmillan).
So Red the Rose, by Stark Young
(Scribners).
Code of the \YesL by Zane Grey
(Harpers).
1'he King of the Archers, by Rene
Bazin (;\[acmillan).

\\ ednesda), October 17, 1934

As yet no definite steps toward organization ha,·e been taken. The membership of the Latin Club i taken from
the leading students of the Latin classes.
So it will not be until later in the year
that this society really gets under way.

Tues. Oct. 23
at
The

Little Theatre

CLEVELAND CLUB

The Little Theatre Society held its
first meeting of the year last week. At
that time perliminary plans were dra''""
up for a play to be presented in the
course of the year. Carl Friedel director of the club, will produce this play.

E. 107 St. and Carnegie Ave.

Bridge · Prizes
Tickets 75c

Oratorical Society
Twelve members of the John Carroll
Oratorical Society will travel to Kent,
Ohio, tonight for a meeting of the Ohio
Conference Debating League. The purpose of this meeting is to select a suitable debating topic for this year's tournament. The Robinhood restaurant in
downtown Kent will be the site of the
meeting.

St. John's Elects
Sodality Officers

Call Helen Kilbane
or Julia Leary for
Table Reservations

SATURDAY AND NIGHT
STUDENTS

Father W. J. Robb, S. J., opened the
~cholastic year of Saint John's School
of Nursing by conducting the anhual retteat held recently. Simultaneously the
Sodality of Our Lady was reorganized
for the present school year. Various
committees were reformed, with members volunteering their services readily.
The entire sodality meets as a nnit
once a month; committee meetings are
held bi-monthly. At the last meeting
it was arranged that the Commw1ion day
would be held on the first Saturday of
each month.
:Miss Carney has been elected prefect
for this year, assisted by Miss Modan,
vice-prefect; Mi s Hlaoaty, treasurer;
and Miss Heban, secretary. The officers
have already pledged this year to one
of prominence in Catholic Action.
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Have You Secured Your Tickets
For The Carroll Games?
.
UPPER
DECK
$1.50
"

Sat.

Oct. 20

Case

Home

*Fri.

Oct. 26

Miami

Home

Sat.

3
Nov. 10
Nov. 18
Nov. 30

Akron

There

Dayton

There

St. Viator

Home

Western Reserve

There

Nov.

Sat.

-

Sun.
Thur.

LOWER
DECK
$1.00

*Night Games

How "Who's Who" Are Chosen

According to a staten1ent appearing
m the publication, "The Standards of
admission to \Vho's \Vho in America
divide the eligible into two classes : (I)
those who are selected on account of
special prominence in creditable lines of
effort, making them the subjects of extensive interest, inquiry or discussion in
this country; and (2) those who are arbitrarily included on account of official
position--eivil, militar), naval. religious
or educational."

GENERAL

GENERAL
ADMISSION

Special Rate

ADl\USSION

SOc

For Night School Students

SOc

$3 .00-A hook of tickets for all the

remaining Home Game

.

